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Summary Introducing Data Science teaches you how to accomplish the fundamental tasks that

occupy data scientists. Using the Python language and common Python libraries, you'll experience

firsthand the challenges of dealing with data at scale and gain a solid foundation in data science.

Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning

Publications.About the TechnologyMany companies need developers with data science skills to

work on projects ranging from social media marketing to machine learning. Discovering what you

need to learn to begin a career as a data scientist can seem bewildering. This book is designed to

help you get started.About the BookIntroducing Data ScienceIntroducing Data Science explains vital

data science concepts and teaches you how to accomplish the fundamental tasks that occupy data

scientists. Youâ€™ll explore data visualization, graph databases, the use of NoSQL, and the data

science process. Youâ€™ll use the Python language and common Python libraries as you

experience firsthand the challenges of dealing with data at scale. Discover how Python allows you

to gain insights from data sets so big that they need to be stored on multiple machines, or from data

moving so quickly that no single machine can handle it. This book gives you hands-on experience

with the most popular Python data science libraries, Scikit-learn and StatsModels. After reading this

book, youâ€™ll have the solid foundation you need to start a career in data science. Whatâ€™s

InsideHandling large dataIntroduction to machine learningUsing Python to work with dataWriting

data science algorithmsAbout the ReaderThis book assumes you're comfortable reading code in

Python or a similar language, such as C, Ruby, or JavaScript. No prior experience with data science

is required.About the AuthorsDavy Cielen, Arno D. B. Meysman, and Mohamed Ali are the founders

and managing partners of Optimately and Maiton, where they focus on developing data science

projects and solutions in various sectors. Table of ContentsData science in a big data worldThe

data science processMachine learningHandling large data on a single computerFirst steps in big

dataJoin the NoSQL movementThe rise of graph databasesText mining and text analyticsData

visualization to the end user
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Loved this book! If I could have given 6 stars, I would have.This book would provide you with a very

well rounded approach to Data Science and by that I mean truly would give you a ride though all the

aspects of this field versus showing you some regression algorithm using python and call it Data

Science.Book has it all - not only it leverages probably the most favorite language (python) for its

examples, it also goes in details in supporting tools and eco systems. For examples, Spark - Why

create something when Spark is already here and we can just use it in our work.It covered NoSQL

technologies to give readers enough information to get started and weighted pros and cons of each.

I especially enjoyed reading ACID, BASE and CAP theorem sections. I am familiar with them and

gave presentation on exact same topic few years ago and I enjoyed the read since it covered the

important key points leaving me with nice warm feeling in my stomach that unaware readers will be

in a good hands!During discussion of NoSQL, ElasticSearch was introduced and entire chapter was

devoted on how to leverage search capabilities to provide us with valuable results... Search is

something that ElasticSearch does best! Section about Damerau-Levenshtein was great. It made

you think of dirty data that is present in the real world and how you deal with it (vs giving you

example with perfectly clean and ready to use data)Speaking of real world experience - this book

took a step back and instead of trying to be data science book and throwing cool python libraries at

you, it talked about general approach in the real word when you deal with data science projects by

trying to make you think of project's research goals - Why are we doing this?

â€œData science,â€• the three authors of this book point out, â€œis a very wide field, so wide indeed

that a book ten times the size of this one wouldnâ€™t be able to cover it all. For each chapter, we

picked a different aspect we find interesting. Some hard decisions had to be made to keep this book

from collapsing your bookshelf!â€•In my view, they have made very good choices. This



â€œIntroducingâ€• book is written well and logically organized. And it generally is aimed at individual

computer users and persons contemplating possible careers in data science. The book also could

be good for managers and others trying to get a handle on how some data science techniques

could be brought to bear on their growing mounds of business data.If you are impatient to dive

straight into dicing, slicing and graphing big data, you should know that books from Manning

generally donâ€™t follow that kind of quick approach. You get some overviews, explanations and

theory first, and then you ease into the heart of the matter. In this book, you get to â€œFirst steps in

big dataâ€• in chapter five, after first delving into the data science process: 1. Setting the research

goal; 2. Retrieving data; 3. Data preparation, 4. Data exploration; 5. Data modeling; and 6.

Presentation and automation.Chapter five also is preceded by chapters on machine learning and

how to handle large data files on a single computer.The â€œFirst stepsâ€• chapter, meanwhile,

shows how to work (at the sandbox level) with two big data applications, Hadoop and Spark, and

demonstrates how Python can be used to write big data jobs.
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